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which sat apart and made a song about them both, and
rhat in him which said : " Get to work and drop all these
silly feelings ! " He was, in fact, confused. The past, it
seemed did not die, as he had thought, but lived on beside
the present, and sometimes, perhaps, became the future.
Did one live for what one had not got : There was a
wrinkling in his soul, and feverish draughts crept about
within him. The whole thing was on his conscience—for if
Jon had anything, he had a conscience.
" When we get our place," he said, " we'll have all these
old-fashioned flowers. They're much the sweetest! "
" Ah ! Yes, do let's get a home, Jon. Only are you
sure you want one ? Wouldn't you like to travel and write
poetry ? "
( " It's not a job. Besides, my verse isn't good enough.
You want the mood of Hatteras J. Hopkins :
" c Now, severed from my kind by my contempt,
I live apart and beat my lonely drum.' "
" I wish you weren't modest, Jon."
" It's not modesty, Anne ; it's a sense of the comic."
" Couldn't we get a swim before dinner ?    It would be
fine."
" I don't know what the regulations are here."
" Let's bathe first and find out afterwards."
"All right.    You go and change.    I'll get this gate
open."
A fish splashed, a long white cloud brushed the poplar
tops beyond the water. Just such an evening, six years ago,
he had walked the towing-path with Fleur, had separated
from her, waited to see her look back and wave her hand.
He could see her still—that special grace, which gave
her movements a lingering solidity within the memory.

